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STAYING CURRENT WITH the latest and greatest modernisms, 
experiencing destinations of distinction and knowing how to 
pamper yourself have long been major elements in defining your 
luxury lifestyle. Showcasing a combination of indulgence, creativity, 
and practicality in everyday details, the following collection of 
trends offer some of our favorites to add luxury to your life and 
inspire your own ideas.

LUXETRENDS
®



Southeast Asia  
Yacht Charter
The Dunia Baru was designed to 
explore the beauty of Southeast Asia in 
traditional style. From the untouched 
coast of Myanmar to Indonesia’s Raja 
Ampat archipelago, often considered 
the most diverse marine habitat on the 
planet, you can venture to far corners 
with laid back luxury. Complete with six 
en suite staterooms plus a full-beam 
master suite, a stargazing foredeck, 
and a shaded lounge area that converts 
into an al fresco cocktail bar at night 
makes for the ideal way to unwind after 
a day of diving, sunbathing and endless 
adventure. duniabaru.com

Trunk Desk
Recalling a bygone era of refined 
travel, the Ghurka Trunk Desk can hold 
everything your journey requires and 
then some. Complete with eight drawer 
cabins, the trunk doubles as a desk with a 
clean surface and removable chair for the 
nostalgic letter writer. Handcrafted using 
the finest leather, each custom made 
piece develops its own unique  
patina as it ages and travels the globe. 
ghurka.com

HiCan Bed
The bed industry is on notice, with  
HiCan shattering the barrier separating 
mattress and entertainment system.  
A modern-day canopy, the state-of-the-
art design includes an HD projector with 
a 70" home theater screen, automated 
adjustable head and foot rests, 
a personal health tracker, and  
much more. Draw the automated blinds, 
shut out the world and have yourself a 
lazy Sunday in this cutting-edge cocoon. 
hi-can.com
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